
35 times of these 
are only minor interrup-
tions, such as a glance at 

the clock. 

53 times a day, we 
unlock it to write  

e-mails and messages or 
use apps.

Today, the 
average user 

spends around  
3 hours a day on his 
mobile phone, only 
7 minutes of which 

he makes calls.

We turn on the 
screen of our smart-

phone 88 times a day. 

If we assume 
eight hours of sleep 

a day, we interrupt our 
activities every 18 min-
utes to reach for the 

mobile phone. 

 
Das Smartphone ist für die 

meisten von uns ein wichtiger Begleiter.
Wer hat wen in der Hand?

Du dein Smartphone oder dein Smartphone 
dich?

Smartphone Etiquette

1. Real life and real people are always more   
 important than the mobile phone.
2. The mobile phone remains in the pocket   
 and does not lie on the table.
3. Be considerate of others and make quiet   
 calls in public.
4. Avoid loud mobile phone ringing and loud  
 music in public.
5. Be conscious and attentive with your own  
 photos and those of others.
6. Be aware of your language on social net  
 works and be polite!
7. Don‘t stare at the display of other phones.
8. „Smombies“ endanger themselves  
 and others.
9. Constant filming with smartphone at  
 concerts is annoying!
10. Don‘t believe everything that is written  
 in social media. Check the content  
 before you send news!

The mobile phone is part of our modern life 
and combines many functions: mobile desk, alarm 

clock, camera, dictionary, telephone, means of payment, 
flashlight, mirror ...

The smartphone influences us, changes our communication, 
our relationships and our society.

It is up to us,
 which direction it takes ...

 
The smartphone is an impor-

tant companion for most of us.
Who’s got hold of who?
You your smartphone

or your smartphone you?

Instagram
Take a photo of the text, the station 

or the idea that impressed you the most in 
the World Garden and post the photo with 

your comment on Instragram:  
#weltgarten2019

 
Leave your smartphone in 

your pocket when you travel by bus or train 
and consciously look at the people. Smile!

Next time you visit the restaurant, count the mobile 
phones lying on the tables or watch the people:  
do they talk to each other or does everyone look 

at the display?

You must be the change 
you wish to see in the world.

- Mahatma Ghandhi -


